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the louis shub documentation center, american jewish ... - abstract: the louis shub documentation
center at the american jewish university is a collection of thousands of articles from various newspapers and
periodicals covering a range of subjects. gathered by dr. shub, the former library director of the university of
judaism, the collection was used by students to research subjects such as israeli and jewish figures, foreign
policy, global jewish ... temple beth electronic news - cgim - eran riklis. the film is a drama with comical
and romantic themes that illustrates in an allegorical the film is a drama with comical and romantic themes
that illustrates in an allegorical way the tensions and challenges of conflicting israeli/palestinian claims on the
land. eisig silberschlag papers - cdnlisphere - series ii. correspondence subseries a: incoming eisig
silberschlag papers m1479 m1479 3 barkai du-shavuon barash, asher baron, jeannette baron, salo/jewish
social studies president nixon's money- post staff writer founder of ... - er contributors to gop in '72
fi7i4d by morton mintz washington post staff writer president nixon's money- raisers collected an estimated
$55 million for his re-election
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